Introduction
Building neural tissue: The neocortical column Since the late nineteenth century, researchers have observed biological tissue at the microscopic scale. Their studies have revealed tremendous complexity, especially in the structure and composition of neural tissue [1] . At the scale revealed by light microscopy (1-100 lm at 5-to 100-fold magnification), neural tissue is composed of two primary cell types: glia and neurons. Both glia and neurons are branched structures whose morphologies are varied and categorized by many clear subtypes [2] .
In the early 1950s, studies began to elucidate the electrical dynamics of neural tissue at this same microscopic scale [3] . Glial cells exhibit simple electrical dynamics and provide a supporting matrix into which neurons grow, develop, and live. Neurons, on the other hand, produce rich electrical dynamics, whose properties also provide a basis for categorization [4] . When neurons form neural microcircuits, these dynamics in turn yield the emergent electrical and computational properties of neural tissue. Hodgkin and Huxley's studies of singleneuron electrophysiology yielded the first formal, predictive model of the dynamics of a simple isopotential neuron [5] . Researchers elaborated on this model beginning in the 1970s in order to accommodate the branching, spatially extended structure present in most neurons [6, 7] . These methods include compartmental modeling, or the practice of modeling neurons as branched graphs of isopotential compartments [8] ( Figure 1) .
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from different neurons. Chemical synapses provide a means by which electrical activity in a compartment that precedes a synapse (i.e., a presynaptic compartment) causes the release of neurotransmitter chemicals. Through diffusion and a complex series of molecular mechanisms, neurotransmitter release causes electrical activity in a compartment following the synapse (i.e., in a postsynaptic compartment). Hence, electrical synapses are bidirectional, while chemical synapses are always unidirectional.
Simulations of compartmental neuron models typically examine single neurons for which synapses may be modeled as a set of parameterized current sources [8] . In the 1980s, some researchers began composing simulated neural microcircuits from compartmental neuron models, thereby representing at least a portion of the synapses of a neuron as logical inputs from other neuron models [9] . Synapse locations specified in lists of connections between neuron compartments were used to create either arbitrary circuits or approximations of real circuits.
A great diversity of neurons exist in the neocortex and create what is known as the neocortical microcircuit. (The neocortex refers to the outermost layer of the cerebral hemispheres in mammals.) The Blue Brain Project, based on widely accepted neuron categories [10] , classifies neocortical neurons into 21 morphological types and 20 electrophysiological types, with 32 combined electromorphological types ( Figure 2 ). The neocortical tissue is a six-layered sheet, from 1 to 4 mm in thickness and 1 to 10,000 cm 2 in lateral extent. This sheet is divided laterally into columns, each about 0.5 mm in diameter with a radial axis oriented normal to the plane of the sheet. We assemble each column using approximately 10,000 neurons that are sampled from all of the varying morphological and electrophysiological types according to neuron density functions that vary along the radial axis of the column. It is this variation that creates the layered appearance of the sheet. Packed densely into the volume of the column (which is comparable to the volume of a toothbrush bristle), these diverse branching structures are woven tightly into what Ramo´n y Cajal colorfully described as the ''jungle . . . impenetrable and indefinable'' [1] .
Accurately specifying connections between all 10,000 neurons in a column is both an opportunity to map known circuit parameters into an accurate connection list and a challenging simulation task. While analytic approaches exist for estimating circuit statistics from neuron morphologies [11] , precisely modeling the neocortical column allows us to derive specific circuits from real neuron morphologies. This approach is desirable both because neuron morphology data is easier to collect and, therefore, more complete than precise circuit connectivity data, and because the observed specificity in the circuit likely derives from known regularities in tissue composition. As with any endeavor in computational neuroscience, the goal involves a compromise between unknown and known parameters, as well as an attempt to derive rules and principles from biological observations that can be used to refine existing models.
BlueBuilder: The neocortical column structural modeler To build the column, the Blue Brain Project has implemented the BlueBuilder Structural Modeler [12] . This tool provides interfaces between a database of single-neuron morphologies and a model of the neocortical tissue, as well as between the model tissue and a column specification file. A user builds the tissue by loading single-neuron morphologies from the database and distributing these neurons within a column visualization either manually or by application of various density functions. After the desired tissue composition has been crafted, the software creates a column specification file that includes the three-dimensional (3D) location of every point describing each neuron in the column, as well as information about the identity of each neuron and its parts (see Figure 2) . Data in the neuron database are derived from three sources, collected in the following order: 1) electrophysiological measurements of the neurons, 2) morphological reconstructions of the neurons, and 3) morphological measurements of the reconstructions. First, an experimenter accesses a neuron in the actual cortical tissue using a microelectrode. This electrode allows the experimenter to record and assign the electrical dynamics of the neuron to a category such as ''classical
Figure 1
Neuron modeling. An anatomist captures points using online microscopy in order to describe segments (left) of a neuron (right; scale bar is 100 m). The points are used to construct a model of a branching graph of equipotential compartments coupled by resistors (center). The term "segment" refers to two points and the line that joins them.
accommodating'' (cAD) or ''classical fast spiking'' (cFS). (The terms cAD and cFS describe the sequence of action potentials, or ''spikes''-e.g., for cAD neurons, spike frequency decreases during the sequence, whereas for cFS neurons, spike frequency is high and constant.) This electrophysiological category (or ''e-type'') is associated with the neuron in the neuron database. The electrode contains a biological agent that darkly stains the neuron. The anatomist views the stained neuron through a microscope and uses an apparatus to digitize the morphology of the neuron by recording the 3D location of points representing branch points or transitions in the direction or diameter of a neural fiber (or neurite) [13] . The anatomist identifies each neurite as either an axon (i.e., a presynaptic output fiber) or a dendrite (i.e., a postsynaptic input fiber) and estimates each neurite diameter at each point collected. A ''reconstruction'' in the database comprises all of the approximately 4,000 points from a single neuron, and each reconstruction is analyzed and assigned to a morphological category, or ''m-type,'' such as ''layer 5 cortico-subcortical pyramidal cell'' (L5CSPC) or ''Martinotti cell'' (MC), which is then associated with the neuron in the neuron database (see Figure 2 ).
Circuit building: Problem description and requirements
The column specification file contains approximately 40 million points, each comprising three coordinates, a diameter, and a pre-computed distance between each point and each subsequent point in a segment. The problem then is to calculate the location of all contacts between segments in this model of the tissue. Points comprising neurons form sets, to which each contact must ultimately be related. Thus, neuron identity (i.e., layer, e-type, and m-type), branch identity (axon or dendrite, branch order), and the identity of branch points are also present for each relevant set. Set data are derived from individual measurements of individual neurons in the database, usually taken from different animals and often on different days. The Blue Brain Project has limited its
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A pair of touching neurons are categorized by their e-type (electrophysiological category) and m-type (morphological category), resulting in a unique identifier in a "neuron-space" (scale bar is 100 m). These identifiers are concatenated to give rise to a unique contact identity key for the tabulation of detected contacts. studies to a particular area of the neocortex (the somatosensory area) of the albino Wistar rat. Circuit building is challenging because sets typically span the entire data space (i.e., the entire volume of the column), while the principal calculation of contacts between segments must occur over all points within a local space.
Circuit statistics are derived from many experimental sources. Anatomical studies at a variety of scales (e.g., light microscopic and electron microscopic scales) yield distributions of neurons and synapses in the column. Electrophysiological studies using simultaneous recordings from more than one neuron [14] yield probabilities of connectivity between neurons of particular categories (e.g., e-type to e-type, m-type to m-type). Optical methods are also used to probe connections in parallel [15] . Because circuit tracing and measurement techniques have undergone rapid development only recently, these data at present are heterogeneous, incomplete, and changing. Nevertheless, they represent the target for any validation of the structural simulation of the column, described above.
We attempted to create a system for rapidly identifying contacts between all 40,000,000 neurite segments (defined by two points) present in the column specification file. The geometrical problem of calculating the distance between cylindrical objects is well understood [16] . The scale of our calculation, however, motivated us to target our application for the massively parallel architecture of the IBM Blue Gene/L* (BG/L) supercomputer [17] . We require the maximum possible speed for calculating these contacts because the observed contact statistics in the column must fit experimental observations from any and all sources. We expected that the initial column specified in BlueBuilder would not fit these statistics. Thus, requirements emerged that 1) the column specification must be revisable within the current application such that the precise neuron position and rotation about the radial axis are modifiable, and 2) column revision must occur iteratively on the basis of some comparison between observed and simulated circuit statistics. Because we anticipated that many thousands of iterations would be necessary to fit the simulated tissue to observed circuit statistics, we recognized that contact detection and tabulation for the full column must be accomplished in approximately 1 minute by the full 8,192-processor BG/L supercomputer used for the Blue Brain Project.
Parallel algorithm overview

Iterative architecture
Design philosophy: Collective equality The parallel software architecture that we pursued avoids master/slave relationships between the processors of the BG/L system. We use the phrase master/slave to refer to a communication protocol in which one process (the master) controls one or more other processes (the slaves), such that the direction of control is always from the master to the slaves. Our goal was to minimize I/O and communication and create a compute-bound application whose performance would, therefore, scale linearly with respect to the number of processors. We recognized that the column specification file could be read once into memory, given its size of 1.73 GB and given that the amount of memory available was 2.1 TB. Because the computational work involved with contact detection is inherently local (the relationship between two neurites is localized to a point in the 3D column), we also recognized that the work of each processor could be derived from a specific location in the column. However, assigning the work from these locations could not be performed by a single master processor without multiple accesses to a file, since each processor has access to only 256 MB of memory. Therefore, we recognized that the calculation needed for distributing work for contact detection itself had be distributed. For this reason, processes in the current architecture are collectively equal: Each performs precisely the same operations on data read from a single file. This property has many additional benefits that we address below, including 1) a logical data structure for neuron data read from a file, 2) exclusive use of the collective communication functions of the Message Passing Interface (MPI), the functions of which have been optimized on the BG/L system for rapid data exchange among all processors [18] , and 3) a simple interface to design and extend the parallel algorithm.
Initialization
The work performed by each process in the MPI application we describe here differs only in its starting data and is, thus, a single-program, multiple-data (SPMD) application. Initialization allows processor rank to determine which data is read from a file and ensures that the amount of data read is nearly equal for each processor. In this way, distributing the work of contact detection is nearly load balanced with respect to computation and communication loads. The scheme for distributing the work of contact detection is also calculated during initialization and ensures adequate load balancing during this more computationally intensive second phase of the algorithm.
The role of the Director
We observed a need to incorporate arbitrary circuit analysis steps into the algorithm in order to allow for new refinements to the measurement and fitting of circuit statistics. We anticipated, for example, the need to correct for the effect of arbitrary spatial sampling resolution in the neuron digitization method [13] on contact distributions, as well as the need, at times, to transform individual contacts between neurites into multiple synapses (e.g., in cases in which the neurites are parallel). While these issues have been addressed using the current iterative architecture, the specifics of these technical solutions are beyond the scope of this paper. Initially, we designed a simple two-phase algorithm that distributes the work of contact detection (by means of the process of slicing neurons) and performs contact detection within a column subvolume (i.e., between neuron fragments in the subvolume). These phases are separated by a single communication boundary using MPI collective communication. In addition, in order to realize an iterative algorithm, one more communication boundary is traversed to complete the process loop and aggregate circuit statistics. In addition, in order to implement these steps, the initial software architecture also permits an arbitrary number of additional steps with arbitrary collective communication on step boundaries, using generic interfaces to incorporate and specify each step. The only assumption in our design is that communication on the boundaries is performed using a communication function wrapped in a standard interface.
The central agent in this architecture is the Director. (Note that programming objects, such as Director, are capitalized by convention.) A Director generically implements a single iteration of the algorithm as a list of pairs of generic object interfaces known as Senders and Receivers. The list defines the algorithm and is constructed during the parameterization of the Director ( Figure 3) . Parameterization is performed during compile time and involves constructing the Sender and Receiver objects necessary to implement a desired algorithm and then adding Sender-Receiver pairs (or Communication Couples) to the Director. The Director also has a reference to a Communicator object that implements all of the communication functions necessary for communication between Senders and Receivers. A single iteration then occurs as the Director iterates over its list of Communication Couples.
Collective communication
Senders and Receivers are implemented to support a generic interface that specifies a set of communications.
Figure 3
The role of the Director in the iterative algorithm. Using interfaces on algorithm objects that implement the abstract Sender and Receiver interfaces, an algorithm designer composes these objects into an algorithm by adding Sender-Receiver couples to the Director object. Algorithm execution then consists of the Director initiating computation (by executing prepareToSend and prepareToReceive methods) and communication (by executing function pointers from the Communicator object) for each couple. The specific algorithm described in this paper is depicted (bottom Figure 3 , top left). The use of phases allows an implementer to divide a single cycle into a series of independent collective communications. One important use of phases derives from the MPI requirement that collectives (i.e., collective communications) have access on both the send and the receive side to the amount of data communicated. Therefore, for certain communication cycles, the amount of data to be sent must be communicated in one phase, followed by the data itself in a second phase. Senders and Receivers provide the Director with the number of phases per cycle that they implement, and the Director then loops through the execution of each phase, thus executing a single cycle of a Sender and Receiver, and thus completing communication for a single Communication Couple in the Director algorithm list (see Figure 3 , bottom and upper right). The Director also checks for compatibility within a Communication Couple by ensuring that the number of phases specified by its Sender and Receiver is identical for each Sender and Receiver.
Senders and Receivers map cycle and phase numbers to data references necessary for MPI collective execution. These references may include pointers to a buffer, an array of data counts, an array of data displacements, and an array of MPI data types. In addition, Senders and Receivers use abstract interfaces to map cycle and phase numbers to function pointers on the Communicator object, thus specifying for each cycle and each phase which Communicator function is necessary to execute communication between Senders and Receivers (upper middle part of Figure 3 ). The Director checks for compatibility within a Communication Couple by ensuring that the specified function pointers are identical. Communicator functions provide wrappers for MPI collectives so that they can be referenced using the same function pointer type. Wrapping of MPI collective functionality is naturally accomplished by requiring that these functions take only Sender and Receiver references, Sender and Receiver cycle numbers, and a phase number as arguments. The Communicator implements these functions by requesting the appropriate data references from the Sender and Receiver, and then composing these data into arguments for MPI collectives. Because of isomorphism in the design of all MPI collectives, in some cases, this amounts to passing the references directly to the MPI, while in others, passing the de-referenced pointers to the MPI.
Computation: Preparing to communicate
The Director has a list of Communication Couples that allows a developer to conceive of and implement an algorithm as a series of MPI collective communication events. These communication events occur after each cycle of distributed computation performed over the data in distributed memory. Computation is initiated prior to communication for each Communication Couple by means of abstract Sender and Receiver interfaces. The names of these interfaces, prepareToSend and prepareToReceive, are intended to remind a developer that in this architecture, all computation is viewed as a preparation for communicating. Thus, all computation required to implement the parallel algorithm, as well as all computation required to support communication Figure 3 , left). Each phase of a Communication Couple then consists of a preparation to send, a preparation to receive, and an execution of the Communicator function pointer returned by these two interfaces.
Parallel algorithm implementation
BlueBuilder tissue data format
Neuron data
The tissue specification file produced by BlueBuilder provides the number of neurons in the tissue, followed by an array representing the number of segments per neuron, and an array of offsets into the file from which each neuron can be read. To conserve memory, specific neuron data is accessed by reading an offset from the tissue specification file, seeking a new position in the file, and then reading that neuron data alone. The anatomical location of the center of the neuron, the layer of neocortex from which it was collected, its e-type, and its m-type are each read at this location. Neurons are then described by a number of branches, for which each branch is a contiguous set of points ( Figure 4) . (The terms ''target'' and ''partition'' in this figure are explained in the ''Partitioning algorithm'' section.)
Segment data
Branches are identified by a branch type (e.g., axon or dendrite) and branch order, and they are described by a number of segments, each of which consists of two points. Because segments in a branch are contiguous, points of a branch are represented uniquely in the file. Branches, however, have independent endpoints such that each branch is represented independently in the column specification file.
Column histogram
Because the work of contact detection is localized to specific regions within the tissue, a means of estimating the amount of contact-detection work that is present in an arbitrary tissue volume is required. Therefore, in addition to neuron description and structural data, BlueBuilder also exports a representation of the composition of the tissue per unit volume. This representation is read from files as three histograms representing the number of points projected onto each axis of the column per unit length (see Figure 5 for a depiction of the axes). The bin width of the histogram is set by BlueBuilder and equals the mean segment length projected onto each of the three axes, thus ensuring that the point count is a reasonable estimate of segment density along each axis. Bin width, therefore, represents the minimum granularity possible for dividing the work of contact detection.
Column partitioning
Trade-off: Load balancing vs. simple local data structures The initial problem of load balancing involves dividing the work of data distribution among the processors of the system. Ideally, each processor would read an equal number of segments from file. Several additional factors caused us to consider a less precise load-balancing scheme for this stage of computation. A primary factor was the observation that the logical neuron data structure is useful for performing many neuro-scientific analyses and is best maintained in a single memory space. For example, modifications to the tissue for the purpose of circuit fitting are performed on a whole neuron in our current tissue revision scheme and, therefore, would require additional communication steps if neurons were divided among processors when loaded from a file. Also, for certain modifications, whole branches must be examined together, making the task of marshalling data for these calculations much simpler if the neuron data structure is maintained locally.
Partitioning algorithm
Partitioning the work of data distribution for contact detection requires that each processor load unique
Figure 5
Column slice planes are determined by histogram equalization in each of three dimensions (left). Resulting voxels (middle) receive messages containing segments that pass through the voxel, as determined by the slicing algorithm. Contact detection proceeds on the basis of three criteria that are schematically illustrated (right). neurons from file such that each processor has roughly an equal number of total segments to distribute. The array of segment counts for each neuron found at the beginning of the column specification file provides a means of partitioning the system without loading data from every neuron. We devised an adaptive partitioning algorithm that computes the total number of points in the column divided by the number of processors (see Figure 4) . This value becomes a target number of segments for the partition of the first processor. Every partition is calculated in every processor. The partitioner traverses the segment count array until its running total of points exceeds the target minus one-half the number of points in the next neuron in the file. The partitioner then stores the first and last neuron in the partition, recalculates the optimum number of remaining segments for each remaining processor, and resets its running total to zero. If at any point the number of remaining neurons equals the number of remaining processors, one remaining neuron is assigned to each remaining processor. This continues in parallel for each processor until all neuron segment counts have been traversed and all partitions calculated.
Dividing neurons among column subvolumes
Logical structure: Neurons, branches, segments On the basis of the calculated partition for each processor rank, neurons are loaded from file into a hierarchical data structure. The Neuron Partition object provides access to an array of Neurons. Neurons provide information concerning e-type, m-type, number of branches, and a reference back to the Neuron Partition. Branches are allocated and maintained by the Neuron, which provides access to its array of Branches. Branches provide access to the branch type, number of segments, a reference back to the parent Neuron object, and a pointer into an array of Segments. Segments are represented by the x, y, and z coordinates of two points, as well as the diameter of the segment, a segment descriptor, the segment index within the branch, and the offset of the segment into the partition. Thus, the hierarchical data structure provides access to all aspects of a neuron, regardless of which level of the hierarchy a piece of code can access (see Figure 4 ).
Segment data allocation
In our architecture, Segments could easily be allocated by Branches, just as Branches are allocated by Neurons. However, we identified an additional requirement for Segment allocation based on our strategy for data distribution using MPI collectives. This requirement states that whenever possible, all data to be communicated must be allocated within a contiguous region of memory in order to simplify the use of MPI collectives and MPI data types, and to avoid wasting time and memory copying data into a user-defined message buffer. Since the number of Segments in a partition is known before it is loaded from file, we were able to satisfy this requirement while maintaining the logical relationship between Neurons, Branches, and Segments. The contiguity of Segments in memory is implemented so as not to affect the logical data access hierarchy described above, thus keeping the system both simple to use and memory efficient.
Data decomposition: The 3D slicing metaphor We have named the task of data distribution for contact detection ''3D slicing,'' since the column itself is sliced into volumes as segments are sorted and sent to processors responsible for contact detection in each resulting volume. All processors in the system are responsible for both slicing neurons in a partition and performing contact detection in a volume. A user parameterizes a slicing scheme by setting the number of slices per dimension used to create volumes. The slices in each dimension are then equalized over the corresponding histogram so that slice boundaries create slices containing equal numbers of points. Linear interpolation allows slice planes to fall within a bin. By performing this equalization for each dimension, the volumes are themselves equalized to include approximately the same number of segments (see Figure 5 ). Slicing consists of iterating through all segments in a partition of a processor and associating each partition with each of the volumes through which it passes. The association occurs by adding a segment offset within the partition to the send list of a destination processor. The method for determining which volumes receive a segment involves first finding all slice planes through which a segment passes in each dimension, and then solving a set of linear equations to determine the points of intersection between the segment and each of these slice planes. These points, together with the endpoints of a segment, provide the centers for a set of bounding cubes whose sides equal the diameter of the segment. If the opportunity for contacts between segments extends beyond the segment radius (e.g., if variable dendrite spine lengths are included in the tissue model [11] ), the sides of these bounding cubes are extended accordingly. The volumes in which the bounding cube resides are then computed, and the indices of the volumes added to a temporary send list. This list is finally sorted, and its unique elements are used as indices into an array of send lists of the destination processors. The offset of the segment into the partition is then added to each list indexed in this way. Thus, the slicing algorithm ensures that each segment is associated with every volume in which it might have contacts with another segment in the system.
Sender/slicer
The Column Slicer object implements the above algorithm and the Sender interface. It participates in two phases of communication. The first phase uses MPI_alltoall to communicate the number of segments to be sent to each processor. The second phase uses MPI_alltoallw to communicate the actual segment data. Segment counts are easily derived from the size of the send list for each destination processor. Segment data are read from the contiguous allocation in memory for the data using derived MPI data types. We chose MPI_alltoallw so that a different data type could be defined for each destination processor, representing the irregular pattern of segments in memory that must be communicated. Hence, the count and offset of the data sent are precisely one and zero for every processor sending segments. A dynamically constructed data type incorporates only data that needs sending from a Segment object (i.e., five double-precision floating-point values: x, y, z, diameter, and a descriptor) and composes multiple instances of this type into a single type using the offsets stored during slicing for each destination processor. The Receiver then receives segment data in a contiguous block of packed segment data, which can easily be traversed for the purpose of contact detection.
Detecting contacts in a subvolume
Receiver/detector The detection of contacts between segments is performed by a Contact Detector object, which implements the Receiver interface. Data is received from the Column Slicer in a different format from the one in which it was sent. Because the Segment object data structure is useful only in the context of a complete neuron, the data received for contact detection within a column subvolume is received and stored in its primitive type form (in the context of object-oriented languages) as a contiguous allocation of double-precision floating-point values.
Segment descriptor, segment spaces As noted already, segments include an 8-byte value that constitutes a segment descriptor. We have implemented a bit mapping for this value and interfaces that allow a user to access it as either a long integer (for the purpose of indexing) or a double (for the purpose of simple MPI communication with other doubles). The bit mapping allows a segment to maintain a compressed key that includes its layer (3 bits), m-type (5 bits), e-type (5 bits), branch type (2 bits), branch order (7 bits), segment index within its branch (10 bits), branch index within its neuron (13 bits), and neuron index within its class (19 bits) . This mapping will suffice for tissues up to 500,000,000 neurons. The descriptor facilitates communication of user-defined contact categories and, thus, is the basis for user-defined contact tabulation categories.
Contact categories
Because contact detection is costly, we aimed to minimize unnecessary comparisons between segments that cannot constitute a logical contact. Thus, we allowed a user to specify an arbitrary contact category specification. For example, in most cases a user wants to detect only unidirectional contacts from axons to dendrites. By parameterizing the Contact Detector object with a contact category (axon or dendrite), each segment received by the Contact Detector will be considered with another only if it is part of an axon, and then only if the other segment is part of a dendrite. The application of contact categories at this stage minimizes total computation but also degrades the load-balancing scheme for the contact detection described above. The bit patterns of the segment descriptor are logically masked to extract its branch-type bits in order for this comparison to occur.
Geometry of segment capsule distances
We also minimize computation of contacts by testing whether candidate segments are within range for a contact to occur. Again, while total computation is decreased, load balancing is also degraded. Each segment is first enclosed in a sphere, and pairs of spheres are tested for overlap. If they intersect, the final calculation of segment-to-segment distance is made (see Figure 5 ). If this distance is less than the sum of the radii of segments, we accept this pair as having a contact. Additionally, we may relax this criterion by some amount specified for a particular neuron or branch combination, as may be useful for modeling specific axons contacting specific dendrites having spines of a particular length. This method of distance comparison treats segments as a cylinder with equal-diameter half-spheres on each end (which together are called ''capsules'') [16] . We accept this geometrical representation of a segment because it creates a reasonable approximation of the real neurite, and because use of it considerably simplifies the segmentto-segment distance calculation.
Local elimination of globally redundant contacts
Once all contacts within a volume are calculated, we identify those contacts that may also be detected in another volume on another processor. This situation occurs when both segments traverse a volume boundary together. We created a consistent method that examines in which volume the contact point actually resides in order to prevent globally redundant contacts.
Tabulation, aggregation, analysis, revision
Global tables
Recall that circuit statistics, to which we aim to fit the contact data collected from our simulated tissue, derive from a variety of data collection methods that measure various rates of connectivity in the circuit. We have captured the current categories of these circuit statistics in the segment descriptors that are sent with each segment. By masking bit patterns in these 8-byte values for each pair of touching segments, we dynamically create generic keys into a local database where contact counts are accumulated. In this way, tables in the database can represent, for example, the number of contacts between particular e-types, particular m-types, or particular layers. Furthermore, descriptor categories can be masked together, for example, to yield a table comprising all unique touches by combining segment, branch, and neuron index bit-fields into a single key. The tables, thus, provide a powerful means for analyzing the tissue. In order for analysis and revision to proceed, however, these tables must be combined through another collective communication so that each processor aggregates global statistics from tables created locally.
Analyses and required tables
In addition to user-specified tables, a particular Analysis object may itself require specific tables of particular contact categories. Because tables are costly in terms of memory usage, a global table of all unique contacts, for example, often cannot be aggregated into a single memory space once a tissue reaches a particular size. Thus, we have allowed several unique tables to exist simultaneously in the system in order to provide a variety of descriptions of the contacts. If a user or Analysis object requests identical tables, only one is constructed and then shared between them. Users must carefully choose which tables to construct to ensure that memory usage does not exceed a maximum value after tables are aggregated.
Analysis objects derive from a generic interface. They implement an analysis generically using the tables that they require. They also signal when they no longer require iteration. In this way, circuit refinement can proceed until one or several Analysis objects meet some set of userspecified circuit target conditions (which are specified as a parameterization of an Analysis).
Analyzer implementation of Sender and Receiver interfaces
The Analyzer object comprises Analysis instances associated by the user and manages the aggregation of tables on each processor. The Analyzer implements both the Sender and the Receiver interface, since after communication, it replaces locally constructed contact tables with global aggregations of these tables from all processors. The tables are packed into a contiguous memory buffer after their dynamic creation during contact detection, and they are sent in a two-phase collection communication. In the first phase, the table sizes are communicated using MPI_allgather, and in the second, the actual tables are communicated using MPI_allgatherv. The Analyzer object also signals the main execution loop when all analyses are complete and iteration can be terminated.
Revision
Because analyses are performed on global tables aggregated on all processors in the system, the results of analysis are immediately available globally for the revision of the circuit. The revision currently involves individually rotating and translating each neuron. As the Analyzer traverses each Analysis that it contains, it aggregates rotations and translations produced by each Analysis for each neuron in the Neuron Partition object on each processor. In this way, the results of analyses are directly mapped onto circuit revision. The final rotations and translations are then used by the Neuron Partition to perform a rigid-body rotation/translation transformation on the points that represent each neuron. In addition to rigid-body transformations, the current architecture also supports neuron deformation to revise tissue composition and achieve a target set of circuit statistics. Neuron deformation could be used, for example, to recreate the specific relationships between different neuron branches observed in neurons that develop near one another in the same tissue, since the current model is composed of neurons that developed in different animals.
Example: Monte Carlo
Consider a circuit-fitting task that requires m-types for synapses based on a matrix of m-type-to-m-type connection probabilities. The difference between current contact statistics and the minimum target probability can easily be calculated by an Analysis object. This Analysis would require a table that globally aggregates the contact counts between each m-type-to-m-type pair. Recall that contacts provide the opportunity for a synapse to form; thus, in this example, touch counts within a touch category (divided by the total number of possible touches within the category) need only equal or exceed the target probability. Then, given some parameter that controls the rate of change (i.e., a ''temperature'') and the previous difference measurement, the Analysis could calculate how much each neuron in the tissue should be rotated or translated. This calculation would result in tissue revision, as described above. When the tissue no longer requires revision, it has achieved some optimum by means of a Monte Carol simulation.
Performance
The performance of the calculation is measured on the basis of memory usage, computation time, and communication time for each step in the algorithm. Our target tissue for these measurements was a column comprising 10,000 neurons and 40 million segments. The average segment radius was 0.23 6 0.24 lm, and average segment length was 3.65 6 3.2 lm. The cylindrical column was constructed in a volume 55031,2003550 lm, and the neurites of its neurons extended in a volume 4,400 3 3,300 3 4,300 lm. The most complex cell in the simulation included 19,000 segments. The total time required to compute 28,456,789 contacts using 8,000 processors of the BG/L system was 55 seconds.
Performance showed supralinear scaling from 216 to 3,375 processors running in the virtual node mode of the BG/L system [17] [ Figure 6 (a)]. (When we use the term supralinear, we refer to the fact that as we added more processors, we observed a greater proportional increase in performance than predicted by a linear relationship.) We compiled the application using the blrts_xlcþþ compiler with ÀO4 and Àqhot optimization flags. Good performance scaling derives from both the amount of work and the memory footprint decreasing as column subvolumes become smaller, resulting in fewer operations and better cache utilization on each node. Each dimension of the column was divided into an equal number of slices. We observed that load imbalance also grew as a function of the number of processors. In particular, load imbalance grew for the most demanding step of the algorithm, contact detection [ Figure 6 (b)], in which greater than 95% of the computation time of the algorithm occurs, for reasons discussed above. Finally, we observed that the maximum percentage of time spent executing MPI collective communication (minus wait times) was less than 1% for all numbers of processors less than 2,744. This percentage grew to 3.5% for 3,375 processors, then rapidly to 20.8% for 8,000 processors, indicating that the application remains compute bound at the current scaling.
Conclusion
The architecture described in this paper succeeds in rapidly detecting contacts between branched neuron morphologies using the BG/L supercomputer. Understanding the microcircuitry of neural tissue, such as the neocortical column, is a necessary step toward understanding the computation it performs and the contribution it makes to global brain function. In addition, detailed models of neural tissue can one day help to model diseases that target the physical integrity of these tissues.
The architecture discussed here was specifically designed for the communications and memory architecture of the BG/L platform and, thus, made extensive use of MPI collectives, since the BG/L supercomputer is optimized for efficient use of these collectives [18] . The use of a generic set of interfaces for specifying steps in the algorithm and communication on step boundaries has allowed rapid development and extension of the current algorithm to accommodate additional circuit-fitting exercises.
We note that additional uses for this architecture include memory-intensive applications that require local analysis of globally distributed data structures. One such application is 3D image segmentation. Stacks of images are generated in many areas of biology, including automated microscopy of neural tissue [19] . Often, structures in the tissue must be traced through many images in a stack. The process of identifying, aligning, and reconstructing these structures is computationally intensive [20] . Using the BG/L platform and the current generic application interfaces to process image stack data in parallel for rapid reconstruction of 3D structures observed in microscopic images of neural tissue is, therefore, another domain for application of this architecture. 
